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LAST RESPONSE RECEIVED : 0612812016

DATE ACTIVATED: 09/01 12016

    
ELECTION CYCLES: 2014 - 16

EXPIRATION OF SOL: 04/3012019 - ongoing

Glen Shaffer

Ro for Congress and Reena Rao in her official
capacity as treasurer

Ro Khanna
RevUp Software, Inc.
Steve Spinner

s2 U.S.C. $ 30111(a)(a)
11 C.F.R. $ 104.15

RELEVANT STATUTE:

24 INTER|{AL REPORTS CHECKED: Disclosure Reports

25 AGENCIES CHECKED: None

26 I. INTRODUCTION

27 The Complaint alleges that RevUp Software, Inc. ("RevUp") is in violation of the'osale

28 and use provision"l of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the'oAct"),

Zg because it sells fundraising software that incorporates information taken from the Commission's

30 database of reports filed by political committees ("FEC data"). The Complaint further alleges

31 that Ro Khanna and his authorized committee, Ro for Congress and Reena Rao in her ofhcial

32 capacity as treasurer (the "Committee"), violated the same provision by using the RevUp

33 software for the purpose of soliciting contributions. The Respondents deny the allegations.

52 U.S.C. $ 30111(aXa) (in relevant part); see qlso ll C'F.R' $ 104'15
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I RevUp argues that it does not copy or obtain individual sontributor names and addresses from

2 FEC reports and limits its sale and use of FEC data to individual contribution histories, and thus

3 does not implicate privacy concerns.2 The Committee acknowledges that it used the RevUp

4 software in connection with its fundraising activities, but maintains that it received assurances

5 from RevUp that the software complied with the Act.3

6 Based on the available information, it appears that RevUp improperly sells and uses FEC

7 datafor the purpose of soliciting contributions. The software analyzes individual contribution

g histories to score and rank individuals based on their likelihood of contributing to the client

9 organization,and displays that information within the software's user interface. RevUp markets

10 the software as a solicitation tool, and various organizations, including the Khanna campaign'

1l have apparently used it to enhance their solicitation efforts. Thus, the RevUp software

12 implicates the privacy concerns at the heart of the sale and use provision, which was enacted to

l3 protect individual contributors from having their names used for commercial purposes and from

14 being targeted as prime prospects for all kinds of solicitations.

15 Therefore, we recommend that the Commission find reason to believe that RevUp, Ro

16 Khanna, and the Committee violated 52 U.S.C. $ 30111(aXa) and 11 C.F'R' $ 104'15(a), and

17 authorize an investigation to conduct further fact-finding. In addition, we recommend that the

18 Commission dismiss the allegation that Steve Spinner violated 52 U'S'C. $ 301 1 1(a)(4) and

ß 11 C.F.R. $ 104.15(a), pursuant t;o Heckler v. Chaney,470 U.S' 821 (1985).4

RevUp,s founder and CEO, Steve Spinner, also a respondent in this matter, did not submit a response in his2

individual capacity.

3 Khanna did not submit a response in his individual capacity'

a The Complaint also alleges that Khanna and the Committee obtained email addresses without permission'

Compl. at 1-2 (Miy 6,2016). Bõause this allegation does not,involve.copying, selling, or using FEC data (or any

othei activities thai implicat" th. Art¡, we make no recommendation with respect to that conducf. See also
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1 II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND

2 RevUp, a for-profit corporation based in Silicon Valley, sells web-based fundraising

3 software, which it describes as "a best-in-class data analyics software tool designed to maximize

4 fundraising outreach opportunities."S Steve Spinner is the company's founder and CEO, and he

5 was also campaign chair for Ro Khanna's successful 2016 congressional campaign.6 RevUp's

6 clients - nonpro fit organizations, academic institutions, and political organizations - 
gain

7 access to the RevUp software by purchasing an organization-wide license.T According to a news

I article cited in the Complaint,s prices for licenses reportedly start at $13,500 per year, and

g RevUp has sold licenses to 'ocongressmen, senators, and governors of both parties, as well as

l0 most of the national party committees on both sides."e A license permits clients to distribute

11 credentials to multiple users'10

12 Clients create an organizational profile which, for a political campaign, might include

l3 information such as the candidate's background and stances on certain issues.ll Individual users

14 upload their contact lists from an email program, Linkedln, or a spreadsheet, and they can also

Committee Resp. at 1-2 (June 2, 2016) (stating that the Complaint does not allege any use of FEC data in connection

with the campaign's acquisition of email addresses, and factually refuting the alleged conduct).

5 press Release, RevUp Software, lnc., RevUp Announces Major Financing Update (Mar.24,2016); see

RevUp Resp. (June 28,2016), Attach' fl 2 (Afhdavit of Steve Spinner)'

6 Spinner Aff tf l; Joshua Green, Steve Spinner Just Fixed the Worst Thing About Being ø Politician,

BLooMepRc ,y1ar.23,2ó16; Compl,, Attach. (email blast sent by Spinner on March 15,2016, as campaign chair,

advocating for Khanna's election and soliciting contributions on behalf of the Committee)'

Spinner Aff.fln2-3,7

Compl. at 2.

e Gre en, suprctnote 6; see Spinner Aff. T 3. As of December 13, 2016, according to disclosure reports, 31

political 
"o*.itt.ã, 

have reported àirburre-.nis to Revup totaling 5247 ,406 during the 2016 election cycle' The

first reported disbursement tà RevUp was made on April 30, 2014. Ro for Congress 20 14 Pre-Primary Rpt' at 82

(May 22,2A1Ð.
10 Spinner Aff, f 8.

tt ld.'lf 7; RevUP ResP. at 2.
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1 provide additional biographical information about each of the contacts.l2 The software returns a

2 ranked list of the individuals who appear on the uploaded contact lists - the names are scored

3 on a 1QQ-point scale based on their likelihood of contributing to the client organization.13 Images

4 displayed on the company's website suggest that the scores are contained in a box (the color and

5 shade of which reflect the scores).la RevUp claims that the scoring and ranking algorithm o'gives

6 you actionable insight into your network, accurately predicting your best prospects by analyzing

7 their abitity and propensity to give."ts

8 One factor that goes into generating an individual's score is his or her contribution

t history - that is, the dates, amounts, and recipients of past contributions - taken from the

10 Commission's database of reports filed by political committees.16 The scoring and ranking

1 1 algorithm analyzes that information, along with about 100 other pieces of data (assuming all data

12 is available for a given individual).l7 A related feature enables users to click on a name and view

1 3 that person's contribution history. 18 It also shows other types of donation histories, and a text

t2 Spinner Aff. ,tf 9; see also id. n fi ("RevUp's Terms of Use require users to have the right to share the

contact information they upload.").

t3 Id. \\4,12-14; RevUp Resp. at 2-3.

t4 FLrNDRArstNc METHoDoT-ocy - fìËvup SoFTWARE, http://www.revup.com/our-methodology (last visited

Dec, 17, 20 l6) (,,RevUp Methodology"); POLnICAL FUNDRAISING - I{EVUP SOrtW,tRE, http://www.revup.com./

political (last visited Dec' 17,2016) (:ftsvup Political Fundraising")'

15 RevUp Methodology, supra note 14 (emphasis added).

16 RevUp Resp. at 2-3; see Spinner Aff. tl 12, RevUp maintains that the software includes a disclaimer

regarding the sàle and use provision. Id. n ß ("Federal law prohibits using contributor contact information that is

obiained from FEC reports for the purpose of soliciting contributions or for any commercial purpose'"); see RevUp

Resp. at 3.

t7 ,See Compl. aL2; Green, supranote 6; Spinner Aff' f 12'

r8 Spinner Aff. tf 14; RevUp Resp. at 3.
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I box apparently pops up that states whether (and why) the selected name is a solicitation target

2 worth pursuing.le

3 Organizations, including political campaigns, have reportedly used the RevUp software

4 to enhance their fundraising efforts.20 Khanna, the representative from California's 17th

5 congressional district, and his authorized committee, Ro for Congress, are prominent users of the

6 software.zl As mentioned above, Spinner is RevUp's CEO and was also Khanna's 2016

7 campaign chair. He reportedly stated that the software "has turned up hundreds of new donors"

I for Khanna "[b]y identifying people who share an aff,rnity" with the candidate.22

g Spinner demonstratecl to a reporter how the RevUp software can enhance a campaign's

10 fundraising efforts, specifically, by identifying prospects who might have been dismissed using

l1 traditional fundraising methods, because they associate with the opposite party:

t2
l3
I4
15

T6

t7
18

19

20
21

Spinner . . . uploads his own 6,933 contacts and optimizes them for an imaginary

Republican congressional candidate. Within minutes, the software merges 605

duplicate entries, then ranks the 6,328 people on a 1O0-point scale. Hundreds of
Spinner's contacts are shaded red or pink, including several prominent venture

cãpitalists who are major I)emocratic donors. Another click reveals the

Republican candidates oI causes to which Spinner's contacts have given, which

the software correlates with our own (fictitious) Republican. Were he real, it
would alert us if a prospective donor had already given the legal maximum or

given to the opposing candidate, so we would know not to embarass him with a

phone call.23

ts RevUp Political Fundraising supranote 14. RevUp states on its website that "[h]aving information about

past giving patterns puts you in a great position to suggest giving amounts that are appropriate, giving you the edge

*neñ.atìng yo* uik." Id. The Response states that displaying individual contribution histories serves the

function of prèventing client organizations from soliciting excessive contributions. RevUp Resp' at 3.

Green, supra note 6.

See id.; Committee Resp. at 2; Compl. at l'2.

Green, supra.îote 6. (explaining that "only 30 percent of [Khanna's] supporters were previous donors").

t (t.

20

2I

22

23
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1 Besides enabling clients to'omaximizetheir fundraising efforts," RevUp claims that its

2 software provides other benefits.2a For instance, clients "ate able to avoid sending repetitive,

3 intrusive and inappropriate solicitations" to uninterested individuals.2s In addition, by using the

4 software to streamline fundraising efforts, "fp]ublic offrcials can spend less time fundraising and

5 more time governing and legislating."26 RevUp states that the software'osimultaneously

6 deprioritizes individuals who are less likely to be supportive."21

7 III. LEGAL ANALYSIS

8 A. Relevant Law

9 The Act requires political committees to report to the Commission the identification of

10 each person whose aggregate contributions exceed $200 within the calendar year (or election

1 I cycle, in the case of an authorized committee), along with the date and amount of any such

12 contribution.2s Correspondingly, the Act requires the Commission to make all statements and

13 reports available for public inspection and copying.2e Information copied from those statements

14 and reports, however, 'omay not be sold or used by any person for the pu{pose of soliciting

15 contributions or for commercial purposes, other than using the name and address of any political

16 committee to solicit contributions from such committee."30 Congress enacted the sale and use

24 REVUp SoFTwARE - REVoLUTToNtzE Youn FuqDRAISINc, http://www.revup.com (last visited Dec' 17,

2016); see RevUp Resp, at 8; Spinner Aff. '!T2'

Spinner Aff. T 5.

RevUp Political Fundraising, suprqnote 14; see Green, supranole 6; RevUp Resp. at 2.

RevUp Resp. at 2.

52 U.S.C. $ 30104(bX3)(A). The term "identification," in the case of an individual, is defined as the

contributor's name, mailing address, occupation, and employer. 1d $ 30101(l3XA),

2e 1d $ 3ol I l(axa).
30 Id.; see also l7 C.F.R. $ 104.15. The Commission's implementing regulation provides that"soliciting
contributions includes soliciting any type ofcontribution or donation, such as political or charitable contributions'

I I C.F.R. $ 104.15(b) (emphasis in original).

25

26

27

28
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I provision "to protect the privacy of the generally very public-spirited citizens who may make a

2 contribution to a political campaign or a politic aI party."3l

3 Based on the legislative history, and the Congressional objective of protecting the privacy

4 of individual contributors, the Commission has consistently interpreted the provision to prohibit

5 the sale and use of individual contribution informati including the names and addresses of

6 individual contributors, as well as their contribution histories - for the purpose of soliciting

7 contributions.32 The Commission has approved the sale and use of individual contribution

8 information only in "narrow circumstances" where the activities were informative in nature and

9 unrelated to solicitation.33

10 B. There is Reason to Believe that RevUp Violated the Sale and Use Provision

1l The available information indicates that RevUp impermissibly sells and uses FEC data

12 because its software incorporates individual contribution histories obtained from the

3r 117 Cong. Rec. 30,057 (daily ed. Aug. 5, 1971) (statement of Sen. Bellmon), reprintedin Legislative

History of the Federal Election Campaign Act of l9'71 at 581 (l9S l) ("These names would certainly be prime

prospects for all kinds of solicitations, and I am of the opinion that unless this amendment is adopted, we will open

up the citizens who are generous and public spirited enough to support our political activities to all kinds of
härassment, and in that way tend to discourage them from helping out as we need to have them do'")'

32 See, e.g.,MUR 6334 (Aristotle Int'l) (open matter); Advisory Op.2004-24 0'JGP); Advisory Op. 1985-16

(Weiss); y' MURs 6053 & 6065 (Huff,rngtonPost.com) (permitting the sale and use of individual contribution

informatión by a commercial entity wherã the principal purpose was informational, and there was no indication that

the entity pubiished the FEC dara ior the purpose of soliciting contributions); Advisory Op. 2015-12 (Ethiq) (same);

Advisory Op.2014-07 (Crowdpac) (same). The Commission has "flrlled the gap left by Congress while

u".o¡¡-oduting [] competing policy objectives," which include, on the one hand, promoting the disclosure of
information to inform the eleciorate where campaign money comes from (to deter corruption and enforce the Act's

limitations and prohibitions), and, on the other, protecting the privacy of individual contributors (such that they will

not become prime prospects for all kinds of solicitation). FEC v. Legi-Tech, Inc., 967 F. Supp. 523, 529-30 (D.D'C'

1997); see inC r.'Potiiicql Contributions Data, lnc.,943 F.2d 190, l9l (2d Cir. 1991); (citing Buckley v. Vøleo,

424 U.S. l, 66-68 Q97g);1 17 Cong. Rec. 30,057 (daily ed. Aug. 5, 1971) (statement of Sen. Bellmon), reprinted in

Legislative History of the Federal Election campaign Act of 1971at 581 (1981)'

33 Advisory Op. 1988-02 at2 (Chicago Board of Options Exchange II) (posting FEC data on bulletin boards

located in area accessible only by members of separate segregated fund); see, e.g., Advisory Op.2013-16

(politicalRefund.org) (informing contributors of their right to seek a refund); Advisory Op' 2009-19 (Club for

òrowth) (informing contributori that a candidate changed party affrliation); Advisory Op. 1995-09 (Newt'Watch)

(publisúing informãtion on Internet forum about select public ofhcials); Advisory Op' 1984-02 (Gramm) (informing

contributois that a committee with a misleading name was not connected to the authorized committee); Advisory

Op. l98l-05 (Findley) (informing contributors about allegedly defamatory statements),

MUR706200047
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1 Commission's database to enhance its clients' solicitation efforts. RevUp markets the software

2 as a tool that can "accurately predict[] your best prospects by analyzing their ability and

3 propensity to give."34 This contravenes the purpose of the sale and use provision which, as noted

4 above, was enacted to protect the privacy of individual contributors so that they will not become

5 prime prospects for solicitation, and thus constitutes a clear violation of the Act.

6 RevUp claims that it may legally sell and use FEC data to help clients maximize their

7 fundraising because it does not copy or obtain names and addresses from the Commission's

8 database.3s Vy'e disagree. The Commission has prohibited the sale of individual contribution

t histories where, as here, that datawas displayed within fundraising-related software, and has

l0 prohibited the use of such data where, as hete, the purpose was to enhance a pre-existing list of

l1 names by determining who among listed individuals was a political contributor.

lZ In Advisory Opinion 1985-16 (V/eiss), the Commission concluded that it was

13 impermissible to compare the names on a pre-existing list, which the requestor intended to

14 market for solicitation purposes, with the names of individual contributors contained in the

l5 Commission's database.36 This prohibited matching technique is a rudimentary example of an

16 algorithm that uses FEC data to identify individuals who are more likely to make a contribution,

17 akin to RevUp's scoring and ranking algorithm. Further, in Advisory Opinion 2004-24 (NGP),

l8 the Commission concluded that it was impermissible to add a feature to political and reporting

ß software that would have enabled the requestor's clients to view the contribution histories of

20 individuals in their own database for the purpose of soliciting contributions.3T That feature was

RevUp Methodology, suprq note 14'

RevUp Resp. at l-2; see Spinner Aff. f'l] 10, I 5 '

Advisory Op. 1985-16 at 2 (Weiss) ("AO 1985-16").

Advisory Op. 2004-24 at 2-3 Q'JGP) (AO 2004-24")

34

35

36

37
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1 fundamentally the same as the component of the RevUp software that displays contribution

2 histories, but far less sophisticated. Similarly, in MUR 6334 (Aristotle Int'l), the Commission

3 prohibited the respondent from incorporating individual contribution histories into a software

4 feature that mapped the relationships between individuals in the client's database and was

5 marketed by the Respondent for its ability to assist clients maximize their fundraising.38

6 RevUp contends that two recent advisory opinions - Advisory Opinion 2015-12 (Ethiq)

7 andAdvisory Opinion 2014-07 (Crowdpac) - support the notion that individual contribution

8 histories may be used in the context of fundraising analytics.3e However, unlike RevUp, the

9 requestors there did not propose to use FEC data for solicitation purposes but sought to analyze

10 FEC data in order to glean insights about candidates and corporations to help users obtain

11 information about like-minded entities.aO Further, the information was presented in an aggregate

12 form (no contact information was disclosed).al

l3 RevUp's arguments elide the fact that its software matches the names of individuals on

14 the uploaded contact lists to the names of contributors in the Commission's database. The

15 relevant contribution histories are then copied and paired with the names on the contact lists.

16 These actions directly implicate the privacy concerns that Congress sought to mitigate, and

17 RevUp's own materials show it uses individual contributors' names for the purpose of soliciting

38 Factual &LegalAnalysis at I l, MUR 6334 (Aristotle Int'l) (open matter). In a prior matter involving the

same respondent, the Commission found reason to believe that a software feature which incorporated and displayed

the contrìbution histories ofindividuals in the client's database violated the sale and use provision, but split at the

probable cause to believe stage, but not specifically on the legal issue of whether contribution histories fall within

ihe purview of the sale and use provision. See MUR 5625 (Aristotle Int'l).

3e RevUp Resp. at 7-8.

40 For instance, the requestor in Advisory Op.2015-12 ("AO 2015-12") sought ro analyze contributions made

by corporate executives to determine whether the user's ideology was consistent with a given corporation as

rðpresènted by its leadership. The purpose was not to solicit those executives and they were not individually

identified to the user. AO 2015-12 aÍ2, 4.

4t AO 2015-12 at 2; Advisory Op.2014-07 aÍ 9-ll (Crowdpac)'
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contributions (which RevUp concedes is a violation).42 And that privacy concem is amplified

where, as here, the data is not only used to identify who is a past contributor, but also to score

and rank those individuals based on their likelihood of making a contribution.

The fact that the RevUp software contains a disclaimer regarding usage of FEC data for

solicitation purposes does not defeat the allegation.a3 A disclaimer warning about misuse of FEC

data"may be confusing" if considered in conjunction with the solicitation purposes touted by the

company's marketing materials.a4 "Taken together, the disclaimers and marketing claim could

be understood to suggest that, while directly accessing FEC data would be illegal, solicitations

made using data from the [software] would be permissible."as Moreover, the RevUp disclaimer

indicates that the sale and use provision applies only to names and addresses, not contribution

histories, which might further confuse clients.

In conclusion, the Commission has prohibited the sale and use of individual contribution

histories for the purpose of soliciting contributions. In addition, it is clear that the RevUp

software uses FEC data in a manner that directly implicates the privacy concerns that Congress

sought to mitigate. Therefore, we recommend that the Commission find reason to believe that

RevUp violated 52 U.S.C. $ 30111(aXa) and 11 C.F.R' $ 10a.15(a)'

C. The Commission Should Dismiss the Allegation that Spinner Violated the

Sale and Use Provision

There is information that Spinner, RevUp's founder and CEO, personally developed the

software and took part in marketing the product as a fundraising tool. A news article states that

42 RevUp Resp. at 9.

43 Spinner Aff. 1[ 18 (.,Federal law prohibits using contributor contact information that is obtained from FEC

reports foithe purpose of soliciting contributions or for any commercial purpose."); see RevUp Resp, at 3 '

44 Factual &LegalAnalysis at l0-l l, MUR 6334 (Aristotle Int'l) (open matter)'

4s Id. at.11.

2
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1 Spinner leveraged his fundraising and data analytics skills to write the software's code with a

2 computer engineer.46 The same article includes a demonstration by Spinner showing how the

3 software can identify targets for solicitation. In addition, there is information that, as campaign

4 chair of the Khanna campaign, Spinner may have used RevUp to solicit contributions'47

5 We do not believe that bringing an enforcement action as to Spinner r¡,ould be an

6 efficient use of the Commission's resources. Although the sale and use provision restricts "any

7 person" from impermissibly using FEC data,as the transactions at issue were between a corporate

8 entity and its clients, and do not appear to involve Spinner in his individual capacity' The

9 Commission's interest in safeguarding its data is served by enforcing the provision against the

l0 corporation, RevUp. Moreover, there is no information that Spinner concealed the software's

11 use of FEC data. When demonstrating the software to a reporter, he acknowledged that the

12 product uses individual contribution histories. Furthermore, with respect to Spinner's activities

13 as campaign chair, it appears that Spinner acted in his capacity as an agent of the Committee.ae

14 Therefore, we recommend that the Commission dismiss the allegation that Spinner

15 violated 52 U.S.C. $ 30111(a)(a) and 11 C,F.R. $ 104.15(a), pursuant to Hecklerv. Chaney,470

16 u.s. 821 (198s).

I7
18

I9

20

D. There is Reason to Believe that Khanna and the Committee Violated the Sale

and Use Provision

It appears that Khanna and the Committee violated the sale and use provision when they

used the RevUp software in connection with their fundraising activities. By uploading contact

46 Green, supra note 6.

47 See id.; Compl., Attach. (email blast sent by Spinner on March 15,2016, as campaign chair, advocating for

Khanna's election and soliciting contributions on behalf of the Committee).

48 52 U.S.C. $ 3011l(a)( ); see also l1 C.F.R. $ 10a.15(a).

4s ,See Factual and Legal Analysis at 4-5, MUR 6290 (Gillette) (dismissing sale and use allegation as to an

individual who acted in the scope of her agency as a committee official).
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I lists that were scored and ranked, and then possibly reviewing the contribution histories, Khanna

2 and the Committee may have used FEC data for the purpose of soliciting contributions.s0 The

3 Committee maintains that it received assurances from RevUp that the software was compliant

4 with the Act.sl However, the software's incorporation of FEC data for solicitation purposes

5 would have been apparent to anyone operating the software, and, further, Spinner apparently

6 engaged in fundraising activities on behalf of the Committee with in-depth knowledge about how

7 FEC data was incorporated into the scoring and ranking algorithm.

8 Therefore, because the Khanna campaign apparently used FEC data to identify prime

9 prospects for solicitation, we recommend that the Commission find reason to believe that

10 Khanna and the Committee violated 52 U.S.C. $ 30111(aXa) and 11 C.F.R. $ 10a'15(a).

11 IV. PROPOSED INVESTIGATION

12 We recommend that the Commission authorize an investigation to ascertain the amounts

l3 in violation, and to uncover additional facts regarding how the Khanna campaign used the

14 RevUp software. We will attempt to conduct our investigation through voluntary means, but we

15 recommend that the Commission authorize the use of compulsory process.

T6 V. RECOMMENDATIONS

17 L Find reason to believe that RevUp Software, Inc., Ro Khanna, and Ro for

18 Congress and Reena Rao in her offrcial capacity as treasurer violated of 52 U'S.C.

19 $ 30111(a)(a) and 11 C.F.R. $ 104.1s(a);

20 2. Dismiss the allegation that Steve Spinner violated 52 U.S.C. $ 30111(a)(4) and

21 11 C.F.R. $ 104.15(a);

22 3. Approve the attached Factual and Legal Analyses;

50 There is information that the Committee made disbursements to RevUp, and that the Khanna campaign,

including Khanna himself; were users of the RevUp software. Compl. aÍ2; Green, suprø note 6.

5r Moreover, we note that all users would have seen disclaimers erroneously waming that only the use of
names and addresses (not provided by the software) violates the Act. Spinner Aff. 1[ 18. The disclaimer' by

omission, implied that the use of individual contribution histories (provided by the software) is permissible'
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4 Authorize the use of compulsory process; and

Approve the appropriate letters.

Lisa J. Stevenson
Acting General Counsel

Kathleen M. Guith
Acting Associate General Counsel

Date r.4. t-?
Stephen
Deputy Associate Counsel

Assistant

J. Pavia
Attorney

Attachments
Factual and Legal Analyses for RevUp, Steve Spinner, Ro Khanna, and the Committee
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION

FACTUAL AND LEGAL ANALYSIS

Respondent: RevUp Software, Inc. MUR 7062

I. INTRODUCTION

10 This matter was generated by a complaint filed with the Federal Election Commission by

11 Glen Shaffer alleging that RevUp Software, Inc. ("RevUp") is in violation of the "sale and use

12 provision"l of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the "Act"), because it

13 sells fundraising softw are that incorporates information taken from the Commission's database

14 of reports filed by political committees ("FEC data"). RevUp denies the allegations, and argues

15 that it does not copy or obtain individual contributor names and addresses from FEC reports and

16 limits its sale and use of FEC data to individual contribution histories, and thus does not

17 implicate privacy concerns. For the reasons stated below, the Commission finds reason to

18 believe that RevUp violated 52 U.S.C. $ 30111(aXa) and 11 C'F.R' $ 104.15(a).

19 II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND

20 RevUp, a for-profit corporation based in Silicon Valley, sells web-based fundraising

2l software, which it describes as "a best-in-class data analytics software tool designed to maximize

22 fundraising outreach opportunities."2 Steve Spinner is the company's founder and CEO.3

23 RevUp's clients - nonprofil organizations, academic institutions, and political organizations -

| 52U.S.C. $ 301 l1(aXa) (in relevant part); see qlso 17 C'F'R' S 104'15'

2 Press Release, RevUp Software, lnc., RevUp Announces Major Financing Updøte (Mar.24,2016); see

RevUp Resp. (June 28,2016), Aftach. 'lf 2 (Affidavit of Steve Spinner)'

3 Spinner Aff tf 1; Joshua Green, Steve Spinner Just Fixed the Worst Thing About Being a Politician,

BLooMBERc, lll4.ar. 23, 2016.
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I gain access to the RevUp software by purchasing an organization-wide license.a According to a

2 news article cited in the Complaint,s prices for licenses reportedly start at $13,500 per year, and

3 RevUp has sold licenses to "congressmen, senators, and governors of both parties, as well as

4 most of the national party committees on both sides."6 A license permits clients to distribute

5 credentials to multiple users.T

6 Clients create anorganízational profile which, for a political campaign, might include

7 information such as the candidate's background and stances on certain issues.s Individual users

8 upload their contact lists from an email program, Linkedln, or a spreadsheet, and they can also

9 provide additional biographical information about each of the contacts.e The software returns a

l0 ranked list of the individuals who appear on the uploaded contact lists - the names are scored

11 on a 1¡g-point scale based on their likelihood of contributing to the client organization'10 Images

12 displayed on the company's website suggest that the scores are contained in a box (the color and

13 shade of which reflect the scores).ll RevUp claims that the scoring and ranking algorithm "gives

14 you actionable insight into your network, accurately predicting your best prospects by analyzing

15 their ability and propensity to give."t2

a Spinner Aff. nn2-3,7 .

5 Compl. at2.

6 Greeî, suprq note 3; see Spinner Aff' 1[ 3'

7 Spinner Aff. fl 8.

a Id. tf 7; RevUp Resp. at 2.

e Spinner Aff. \9; see also id. !f 1l ("RevUp's Terms of Use require users to have the right to share the

contact information they upload. ").

ro \d.ffi4,12-14;RevUp Resp. at2-3.

rr FLrNDRArsrNc METHoDoLocy - ItEVUp SoFTwARE, http://www.revup.com/our-methodology (last visited

Dec. 17, 2016) (,,RevUp Methodology"); PoLtrtcAL FUNDRAISING - REVUP SoFrwARE, http://www.revup.com/

political (last visited Dec. 17,2016) ("RevUp Political Fundraising"),

12 RevUp Methodology, suprq note I I (emphasis added).
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I One factor that goes into generating an individual's score is his or her contribution

2 history - that is, the dates, amounts, and recipients of past contributions - taken from the

3 Commission's database of reports filed by political committees.13 The scoring and ranking

4 algorithm analyzes that information, along with about 100 other pieces of data (assuming all data

5 is available for a given individual).la A related feature enables users to click on a name and view

6 that person's contribution history. ls It also shows other types of donation histories, and a text

7 box apparently pops up that states whether (and why) the selected name is a solicitation target

8 worth pursuing.16

g Organizations, including political campaigns, have reportedly used the RevUp software

10 to enhance their fundraising effofis.17 Spinner demonstrated to a reporter how the RevUp

11 software can enhance a campaign's fundraising efforts, specifically, by identifying prospects

12 who might have been dismissed using traditional fundraising methods, because they associate

13 with the opposite party:

t4
15

T6

t7
18

r9

Spinner . . . uploads his own 6,933 contacts and optimizes them for an imaginary

Republican congressional candidate. 'Within minutes, the software merges 605

duplicate entries, then ranks the 6,328 people on a 100-point scale. Hundreds of
Spinner's contacts are shaded red or pink, including several prominent venture

capitalists who are major Democratic donors. Another click reveals the

Republican candidates or causes to which Spinner's contacts have given, which

13 RevUp Resp. af 2-3; see Spinner Aff. I 12. RevUp maintains that the software includes a disclaimer

regarding the sãle and use provision. Id. I lS ("Federal law prohibits using contributor contact information that is

obtained from FEC reportJ for the purpose of soliciting contributions or for any commercial purpose'"); see RevUp

Resp. at 3.

See Compl. a:12; Green, supra îote 3; Spinner Aff' T 12.

Spinner Aff. 1l 14; RevUp ResP. at 3.

16 RevUp Political Fundraising suprq îote I l. RevUp states on its website that "[h]aving information about

past giving patterns puts you in a great position to suggest giving amounts that are appropriate, giving you the edge

wlren making you. uik." Id. The Response states that displaying individual contribution histories serves the

function of preventing client organizations from soliciting excessive contributions. RevUp Resp. at 3'

t7 Green, supranote3.
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the software coffelates with our own (flctitious) Republican. Were he real, it
would alert us if a prospective donor had already given the legal maximum or
given to the opposing candidate, so we would know not to embaffass him with a

phone call.ls

Besides enabling clients to oomaximize their fundraising efforts," RevUp claims that its

software provides other benefits.le For instance, clients "are able to avoid sending repetitive,

intrusive and inappropriate solicitations" to uninterested individuals.2O In addition, by using the

software to streamline fundraising efforts, "[p]ublic ofhcials can spend less time fundraising and

more time governing and legislating."" RevUp states that the software "simultaneously

deprioritizes individuals who are less likely to be supportive."22

III. LEGAL ANALYSIS

The Act requires political committees to report to the Commission the identification of

each person whose aggregate contributions exceed $200 within the calendar year (or election

cycle, in the case of an authorized committee), along with the date and amount of any such

contribution.23 Correspondingly, the Act requires the Commission to make all statements and

reports available for public inspection and copying.2a Information copied from those statements

and reports, however, "may not be sold or used by any person for the purpose of soliciting

contributions or for commercial purposes, other than using the name and address of any political

t8 Id.

re REVUp SoFTWARE - Rpvor.urtoNtzp YouR FuNoRAISINc, http://www.revup.com (last visited Dec. 17,

2016); see RevUp Resp. at 8; Spinner Aff. tT2.

20 Spinner Aff. '!15.

2t RevUp Political Fundraising, supranote ll;seeGreen, supranote3;RevUpResp. at2.

22 RevUp Resp. at 2.

23 52 U.S.C. $ 30104(bX3)(A). The term "identifîcation," in the case of an individual, is defined as the

contributor's name, mailing address, occupation, and employet. Id. $ 30101(l3XA).

24 1d g 3ol l l(aXa).
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1 committee to solicit contributions from such committee."2s Congress enacted the sale and use

2 provision "to protect the privacy of the generally very public-spirited citizens who may make a

3 contribution to a political campaign or a political party."26

4 Based on the legislative history, and the Congressional objective of protecting the privacy

5 of individual contributors, the Commission has consistently interpreted the provision to prohibit

6 the sale and use of individual contribution information - including the names and addresses of

7 individual contributors, as well as their contribution histories - for the purpose of soliciting

8 contributions.2T The Commission has approved the sale and use of individual contribution

9 information only in oonarrow circumstances" where the activities were informative in nature and

10 unrelated to solicitation.2s

2s Id.; see also 7l C.F.R. S 104.15. The Commission's implementing regulation provides that"soliciting
contributions includes soliciting any type ofcontribution or donation, such as political or charitable contributions,

I I C.F.R. $ 104,l5(b) (emphasis in original).

26 117 Cong. Rec. 30,057 (daily ed. Aug. 5, l97l) (statement of Sen. Bellmon), reprinted ln Legislative

History of the Federal Election Campaign Act of l97l at 581 (1981) ("These names would certainly be prime

prospects for all kinds of solicitations, and I am of the opinion that unless this amendment is adopted, we will open

up the citizens who are generous and public spirited enough to support our political activities to all kinds of
harassment, and in that way tend to discourage them from helping out as we need to have them do.")'

2'1 See, e.g.,Advisory Op.2004-24 (NGP);Advisory Op. 1985-16 (Weiss); c/ MURs 6053 &'6065
(HuffingtonPost.com) (permitting the sale and use of individual contribution information by a commercial entity

where tñe principal purpose was informational, and there was no indication that the entity published the FEC data

for the purpose of soliciting contributions); Advisory Op.20l5-12 (Ethiq) (same); Advisory Op.2014'07
(CrowdþaC) (same). The Commission has "filled the gap left by Congress while accommodating [] competing

policy objectives," which include, on the one hand, promoting the disclosure of information to inform the electorate

wherä campaign money comes from (to deter corruption and enforce the Act's limitations and prohibitions), and, on

the other, protécting the privacy of individual contributors (such that they will not become prime prospects for all

kinds of sólicitation), FEC v. Legi-Tech, Lnc,,967 F. Supp, 523,529-30 (D.D.C. 1997); see FECv- Political
Contributions Data, Inc.,g43F.2d 190, 191 (2dCir.l991);(citing Buckleyv. Valeo,424U.S.l,66'68(197Ð);117
Cong. Rec. 30,057 (daily ed. Aug. 5, l97l) (statement of Sen. Bellmon), reprinted lri Legislative History of the

Federal Election Campaign Act of l97l at 581 (1981).

28 Advisory Op. 1988-02 at2 (Chicago Board of Options Exchange II) (posting FEC data on bulletin boards

located in area accessible only by members of separate segregated fund); see, e.g., Advisory Op' 2013-16

(PoliticalRefund.org) (informing contributors of their right to seek a refund); Advisory Op. 2009-19 (Club for

Growth) (informing contributors that a candidate changed party afflrliation); Advisory Op. 1995-09 (ìJewtWatch)

(publishing informãtion on Internet forum about select public offlrcials); Advisory Op. 1984-02 (Gramm) (informing
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1 The available information indicates that RevUp impermissibly sells and uses FEC data

2 because its software incorporates individual contribution histories obtained from the

3 Commission's database to enhance its clients' solicitation efforts. RevUp markets the software

4 as a tool that can'oaccurately predict[] your best prospects by analyzing their ability and

5 propensity to give."zs This contravenes the pulpose of the sale and use provision which, as noted

6 above, was enacted to protect the privacy of individual contributors so that they will not become

7 prime prospects for solicitation, and thus constitutes a clear violation of the Act.

8 RevUp claims that it may legally sell and use FEC data to help clients maximize their

9 fundraising because it does not copy or obtain names and addresses from the Commission's

10 database.3O However, the Commission has prohibited the sale of individual contribution histories

11 where, as here, that data was displayed within fundraising-related software, and has prohibited

12 the use of such data where, as here, the purpose was to enhance a pre-existing list of names by

13 determining who among listed individuals was a political contributor.

14 In Advisory Opinion 1985-16 ('Weiss), the Commission concluded that it was

15 impermissible to compare the names on a pre-existing list, which the requestor intended to

16 market for solicitation purposes, with the names of individual contributors contained in the

17 Commission's database.3l This prohibited matching technique is a rudimentary example of an

18 algorithm that uses FEC data to identify individuals who are more likely to make a contribution,

lg akin to RevUp's scoring and ranking algorithm. Further, in Advisory Opinion 2004-24 (NGP),

contributors that a committee with a misleading name was not connected to the authorized committee); Advisory

Op. 1981-05 (Findley) (informing contributors about allegedly defamatory statements).

2e RevUp Methodology, suprct note I l.
30 RevUp Resp. at l-2; see Spinner Aff.llï 10, 15'

3r Advisory Op. 1985-16 at 2 (Weiss) ("AO 1985-16"),
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I the Commission concluded that it was impermissible to add a feature to political and reporting

2 software that would have enabled the requestor's clients to view the contribution histories of

3 individuals in their own database for the purpose of soliciting contributions.32 That feature was

4 fundamentally the same as the component of the RevUp software that displays contribution

5 histories, but far less sophisticated'

6 RevUp contends that two recent advisory opinions - Advisory Opinion 2015-12 (Ethiq)

7 andAdvisory Opinion 2014-07 (Crowdpac) - support the notion that individual contribution

8 histories may be used in the context of fundraising analytics.33 However, unlike RevUp, the

9 requestors there did not propose to use FEC data for solicitation purposes but sought to analyze

10 FEC data in order to glean insights about candidates and corporations to help users obtain

l l information about like-minded entities.3a Further, the information was presented in an aggregate

12 form (no contact information was disclosed).3s

13 RevUp's arguments elide the fact that its software matches the nømes of individuals on

14 the uploaded contact lists to the names of contributors in the Commission's database. The

l5 relevant contribution histories are then copied and paired with the names on the contact lists.

16 These actions directly implicate the privacy concerns that Congress sought to mitigate, and

17 RevUp,s own materials show it uses individual contributors' names for the pu{pose of soliciting

32 Advisory Op,2004-24 at2-3 (NGP) (AO2004-24"),

33 RevUp Resp, at 7-8,

34 For instance, the requestor in Advisory Op.2015-12 ("AO 2015-12") sought to analyze contributions made

by corporate executives to deìermine whether the user's ideology was consistent with a given corporation as

rópresånted by its leadership. The purpose was not to solicit those executives and they were not individually

identified to the user, AO 2015'12 at2,4.
3s AO 2015-12 at 2; Advisory Op.2014-07 at9-11(Crowdpac).
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1 contributions (which RevUp concedes is a violation).36 And that privacy concern is amplified

2 where, as here, the data is not only used to identify who is a past contributor, but also to score

3 and rank those individuals based on their likelihood of making a contribution.

4 The fact that the RevUp software contains a disclaimer regarding usage of FEC data for

5 solicitation purposes does not defeat the allegation.3T A disclaimer warning about misuse of FEC

6 datamay be confusing if considered in conjunction with the solicitation purposes touted by the

7 company's marketing materials. Taken together, the disclaimers and marketing claim could be

8 understood to suggest that, while directly accessing FEC data would be illegal, solicitations

9 made using data from the software would be permissible, Moreover, the RevUp disclaimer

10 indicates that the sale and use provision applies only to names and addresses, not contribution

11 histories, which might further confuse clients.

12 In conclusion, the Commission has prohibited the sale and use of individual contribution

13 histories for the purpose of soliciting contributions. In addition, it is clear that the RevUp

14 software uses FEC data in a manner that directly implicates the privacy concerns that Congress

15 sought to mitigate. Therefore, the Commission finds reason to believe that RevUp violated

16 52 U.S.C. $ 30111(aXa) and l1 C.F.R. $ 104.1s(a).

36 RevUp Resp. at 9.

37 Spinner Aff. T 18 ("Federal law prohibits using contributor contact information that is obtained from FEC

reports for the purpose of soliciting contributions or for any commercial purpose."); see RevUp Resp. at 3'
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
F'ACTUAL AND LEGAL ANALYSIS

Respondent: SteveSpinner MUR 7062

I. INTRODUCTION

g This matter was generated by a complaint filed with the Federal Election Commission by

10 Glen Shaffer involving allegations that Steve Spinner violated the oosale and use provision"l of

1l the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the "Act") in connection with

lZ fundraising software developed by RevUp Software, Inc. ("RevUp"). Spinner did not file a

13 response in his individual capacity. For the reasons stated below, the Commission dismisses the

t4 allegation rhat Spinner violated 52 U.S.C. $ 30111(a)(a) and I I C.F.R. $ 10a.15(a), pursuant to

15 Heckler v. Chaney,470 U.S' 821 (1985)'

16 II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND

17 RevUp, a for-profit corporation based in Silicon Valley, sells web-based fundraising

1g software, which it describes as ooa best-in-class data analyrics software tool designed to maximize

lg fundraising outreach opportunities."2 Steve Spinner is the company's founder and CEO, and he

z0 was also campaign chair for Ro Khanna's successful2016 congressional campaign.3 RevUp's

2l clients - nonprofit organizations, academic institutions, and political organizaiions - gain

22 access to the RevUp software by purchasing an organization-wide license. According to a news

23 article cited in the Complaint,a prices for licenses reportedly start at $13,500 per year, and

24 RevUp has sold licenses to "congressmen, senators, and governors of both parties, as well as
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1 most of the national party committees on both sides."5 A license permits clients to distribute

2 credentials to multiple users.

3 Clients create an organizational profile which, for a political campaign, might include

4 information such as the candidate's background and stances on certain issues. Individual users

5 upload their contact lists from an email program, Linkedln, or a spreadsheet, and they can also

6 provide additional biographical information about each of the contacts. The software returns a

7 ranked list of the individuals who appear on the uploaded contact lists - the names are scored

8 on a 1gQ-point scale based on their likelihood of contributing to the client otganization. Images

9 displayed on the company's website suggest that the scores are contained in a box (the color and

10 shade of which reflect the scores).6 RevUp claims that the scoring and ranking algorithm "gives

1 I you actionable insight into your network, accurately predicting your best prospects by analyzing

12 their ability and propensity to give."1

13 One factor that goes into generating an individual's score is his or her contribution

14 history - that is, the dates, amounts, and recipients of past contributio taken from the

15 Commission's database of reports filed by political committees. The scoring and ranking

16 algorithm analyzesthat information, along with about 100 other pieces of data (assuming all data

2 press Release, RevUp Software, Inc, Rev(Jp Announces Mojor Financing Updote (Mar.24,2016).

3 Joshua Green, Steve Spinner Just Fixed the l(orst Thing About Being a Politician,BrooMøERG, Mar, 23,

2016; Compl. (May 6,2016),Attach. (email blast sent by Spinner on March 15,2016, as campaign chair, advocating

for Khanna's election and soliciting contributions on behalf of the Committee).

a Compl. at2.

s Green, suprq note 3,

6 FuNDRArsrNc METHoDoLocy - ttEVUp SoFTwARE, http://www.revup.com/our-methodology (last visited

Dec. 17,2016) (.,RevUp Methodology"); POLTTTCAL FUNDRAISTNG - REVUP SOFTWAnE, http://rvww,revup.com/

political (last visited Dec. 17, 2016) ("RevUp Political Fundraising")'

7 RevUp Methodology, supra note 6 (emphasis added).
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I is available for a given individual).8 A related feature enables users to click on a name and view

2 thatperson's contribution history. It also shows other types of donation histories, and a text box

3 apparently pops up that states whether (and why) the selected name is a solicitation target worth

4

5

6

7

8

9

9

10

pufsumg.

Organizations, including political campaigns, have reportedly used the RevUp software

to enhance their fundraising efforts.l0 Khanna, the representative from California's lTth

congressional district, and his authorized committee, Ro for Congress, are prominent users of the

software.ll As mentioned above, Spinner is RevUp's CEO and was also Khanna's 2016

campaign chair. He reportedly stated that the software "has turned up hundreds of new donors"

for Khanna "[b]y identifying people who share an affinity" with the candidate.12

Spinner demonstrated to a reporter how the RevUp software can enhance a campaign's

fundraising efforts, specifically, by identifying prospects who might have been dismissed using

traditional fundraising methods, because they associate with the opposite party:

Spinner . . . uploads his own 6,933 contacts and optimizes them for an imaginary

Republican congressional candidate. Within minutes, the software merges 605

duplicate entries, then ranks the 6,328 people on a 10O-point scale. Hundreds of
Spinner's contacts are shaded red or pink, including several prominent venture

cãpitalists who are major Democratic donors. Another click reveals the

Républican candidates or causes to which Spinner's contacts have given, which

the software correlates with our own (fictitious) Republican. Were he real, it
would alert us if a prospective donor had already given the legal maximum or

t SeeCompl. at2;Green,suPranote3'

e RevUp political Fundraising supra îote 6. RevUp states on its website that "[h]aving information about

past giving patte*, puts you in a great position to suggest giving amounts that are appropriate, giving you the edge

when making your ask." 1d.

ro Green, supranoÍe3.

tt See id.; Compl at 1'2.

12 Green, sLtprq note 3. (explaining that "only 30 percent of [Khanna's] supporters were previous donors")'
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given to the opposing candidate, so we would know not to embarrass him with a

phone call.l3

Besides enabling clients to "maximize their fundraising efforts," RevUp claims that its

soflware provides other benefits.la For instance, clients "are able to avoid sending repetitive,

intrusive and inappropriate solicitations" to uninterested individuals. In addition, by using the

software to streamline fundraising efforts, "fp]ublic officials can spend less time fundraising and

more time governing and legislatittg."t5

ilI. LEGAL ANALYSIS

The Act requires political committees to report to the Commission the identification of

each person whose aggregate contributions exceed $200 within the calendar year (or election

cycle, in the case of an authorized committee), along with the date and amount of any such

contribution.16 Correspondingly, the Act requires the Commission to make all statements and

reports available for public inspection and copying.lT Information copied from those statements

and reports, however, "may not be sold or used by any person for the purpose of soliciting

contributions or for commercial purposes, other than using the name and address of any political

committee to solicit contributions from such committee."ls Congress enacted the sale and use

t3 Id.

t4 REVUp So¡rwARE - REVoLUTIoNIZE YouR FuNDRAISING, http://www.revup.com (last visited Dec. 17,

2016).

15 RevUp Political Fundraising, supra note 6; see Green, supra note 3.

16 52 U.S.C, g 30 104(bX3)(A). The term "identifÏcation," in the case of an individual, is defined as the

contributor's name, mailing address, occupation, and employer, Id. $ 30101(l3XA)'

t7 1d $3011l(aXa).
tr Id.; see qlso l1 C.F.R. $ 104.15. The Commission's implementing regulation provides that"soliciting

contributions includes soliciting any type ofcontribution or donation, such as political or charitable contributions'

l1 C.F.R. $ 104.15(b) (emphasis in original).
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1 provision "to protect the privacy of the generally very public-spirited citizens who may make a

2 contribution to a political campaign or a politic al party."le

3 Based on the legislative history, and the Congressional objective of protecting the privacy

4 of individual contributors, the Commission has consistently interpreted the provision to prohibit

5 the sale and use of individual contribution information - including the names and addresses of

6 individual contributors, as well as their contribution histories - for the purpose of soliciting

7 contributions.20 The Commission has approved the sale and use of individual contribution

g information only in "narrow circumstances" where the activities were informative in nature and

9 unrelated to solicitation.2l

l0 The available information indicates that the RevUp software incorporates individual

l1 contribution histories obtained from the Commission's database to enhance its clients'

12 solicitation efforts. This contravenes the purpose of the sale and use provision which, as noted

re l l7 Cong. Rec. 30,05? (daily ed. Aug. 5, 1971) (statement of Sen. Bellmon), reprinted fu Legislative

History of the Fed'eral Electlon Campaign Actof 1971 at 581 (l93l) ("These names would certainly be prime

prospects for all kinds of solicitationi, und I u.n of the opinion that unless this amendment is adopted, we will open

up the citizens who are generous and public spirited enough to support our political activities to all kinds of

härassment, and in that iay tend to discouragè them from helping out as we need to have them do.").

20 See, e.g.,Advisory Op.2004-24 (1.{GP);Advisory Op. 1985-16 (Weiss); c/ MURs 6053 &'6065

(Huffingtonposi.com) lp.rt"ltting the sale and use of individual contribution information by a commercial entity

*t 
"r. 

tñ. principal pu.por. wasinformational, and there was no indication that the entity published the FEC data

for rhe purpor. ôf rôtirittng contributions);Advisory Op.2015-12 (Ethiq) (same);Advisory O.p'2014-07

lCrowO'pac; (same). The ðommission has "flrlled the gap left by Congress while accommodating [] competing

poficy oU.¡ectìves,,, which include, on the one hand, promoting the disclosure of information to inform the electorate

where campaign money comes from (to deter .orruption and ènforce the Act's limitations and prohibitions), and, on

the other, protãcting thi privacy of inàividual contributors (such that they will not become prime prospects for all

kinds of sålicitatioñ). f'nC r. íegi-Tech, \nc.,967 F. Supp. 523,529-30 (D.D'C. 1997); see FEC v' Politicql

Contributions Datq, ¡nc.,943 n.zi tgo, lgl QdCir. 1991); (citing Buckleyv. Valeo,424U.S,1,66-68 097Ð);117

Cong, Rec. 30,057 (daily ed. Aug. 5, téZt¡ lstatement of Sen. Bellmon), reprinted lr Legislative History of the

Fedeial Election Campaign Act of 1971at 581 (1981)'

2t Advisory op. lggg-02 at2 (chicago Board of options Exchange II) (posting FEC data on bulletin boards

located in area accessible only by melnbersìf separate segregated fund); see, e'g', Advisory Op' 2013-16

(politicalRefund.org) (informing contributors of iheir right to seek a refund); Advisory Op' 2009-19 (Club for

òrowth) (informing contributori that a candidate changed party affrliation); Advisory Op. 1995-09 (NewtWatch)

(publisúing informãtion on Intemet forum about select public officials); Advisory Op. 1984-02 (Gramm) (informing

contributors that a committee with a misleading name was not connected to the authorized committee); Advisory

op. l9s1-05 (Findley) (informing contributors about allegedly defamatory statements)'
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above, was enacted to protect the privacy of individual contributors so that they will not become

prime prospects for solicitation. Indeed, the Commission has prohibited the sale of individual

contribution histories where, as here, that datawas displayed within fundraising-related software,

and has prohibited the use of such data where, as here, the purpose was to enhance a pre-existing

list of names by determining who among listed individuals was a political contributor.

In Advisory Opinion 1985-16 (V/eiss), the Commission concluded that it was

impermissible to compare the names on a pre-existing list, which the requestor intended to

market for solicitation purposes, with the names of individual contributors contained in the

Commission's database.22 This prohibited matching technique is a rudimentary example of an

algorithm that uses FEC data to identify individuals who are more likely to make a contribution,

akin to RevUp's scoring and ranking algorithm. Further, in Advisory Opinion 2004-24 (NGP),

the Commission concluded that it was impermissible to add afeature to political and reporting

software that would have enabled the requestor's clients to view the contribution histories of

individuals in their own database for the purpose of soliciting contributions.23 That feature was

fundamentally the same as the component of the RevUp software that displays contribution

histories, but far less sophisticated. The privacy concerns in those matters are amplified where,

as here, FEC data is not only used to identify who is a past contributor, but also to score and rank

those individuals based on their likelihood of making a contribution.

There is information that Spinner personally developed the software and took part in

marketing the product as a fundraising tool. A news article states that he leveraged his

Advisory Op. 1985-16 at 2 (Weiss) ("AO 1985-16").

Advisory Op.2004-24 at2-3 (NGP) (*AO2004-24")
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I fundraising and data analytics skills to write the software's code with a computer engineer.2a

2 The same article includes a demonstration by Spinner showing how the software can identify

3 targets for solicitation. In addition, there is information that, as campaign chair of the Khanna

4 campaign, Spinner may have used RevUp to solicit contributions.2s

5 Although the sale and use provision restricts ooany person" from impermissibly using FEC

6 data,26 the transactions at issue were between a corporate entity and its clients, and do not appear

7 to involve Spinner in his individual capacity. Moreover, there is no information that Spinner

8 concealed the software's use of FEC data. When demonstrating the software to a reporter, he

9 acknowledged that the product uses individual contribution histories. Furthermore, with respect

10 to Spinner's activities as campaign chair, it appears that he acted in his capacity as an agent of

I I the Committee.2T

12 Therefore, the Commission dismisses the allegation that Spinner violated 52 U.S.C.

13 $ 30111(aXa) and 11 C.F.R. $ 10a.15(a), as a matter of prosecutorial discretion, pursuant to

14 Heckler v. Chaney,470 U.S. 821 (1985).

24 Green, supranote3.

25 See id.; Compl., Attach. (email blast sent by Spinner on March 15,2016, as campaign chair, advocating for

Khanna's election and soliciting contributions on behalf of the Committee)'

26 52 U.S.C. $ 301 1 I (aXa); see qlso 1 1 C.F,R. $ lOa. l5(a).

2't See Factual and Legal Analysis at 4-5, MUR 6290 (Gillette) (dismissing sale and use allegation as to an

individual who acted in the scope of her agency as a committee official).
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